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1 Introduction

Various target space T-duality transformations [1] connecting two apparently different

sigma-models or string backgrounds are playing important roles nowadays. These are

important examples of string symmetries showing the equivalence of strings propagating

on background space-times with different geometry. The duality transformations were

originally formulated in the er-model description of the conformal field theory underlying

string theory [1]. In some recent papers [2] it was argued that from the point of view of the

low energy effective action, the original and T-dual theories do not share the same number

of space-time supersymmetries. Indeed, this is not suitable since duality transformation

is a canonical transformation [3] and the symmetries of the original theory should be

preserved although they may become non-local [4]. On the other hand, there are general

theorems [5] relating space-time supersymmetries to symmetries on the world-sheet and

if the manipulations involved in carrying out a T-duality transformation preserve them,

then space-time supersymrnetry is expected to be maintained.

However, duality transformation for a general (1,0) heterotic sigma-model [G] has been

worked out in Ref. [7] with arbitrary connection and background gauge field. They found

that in order to not have a world-sheet non-local T-dual action due to anomalies which

appear when duality transformations are implemented, the right moving fermions must

be transformed under the isometry. This yields to a non trivial transformation of the

background gauge field under T-duality.

In the present work we will discuss the T-duality transformation for the (4,0) super-

symmetric sigma-model [8], with arbitrary background gauge connection, on the harmonic

superspace by following the procedure of Ref. [7]. These models are ultra-violet finite [9]

and arise naturally in heterotic string compactifications. The T-dual theories of (4,0)

supersymmetric sigma-models are expected to also be ultra-violet finite. On the other

hand, it is known that the target space of (4,0) supersymmetric sigma models admits

three complex structures that obey the algebra of imaginary unit quaternions. When the

torsion vanishes the target space is hyper-Kahler with respect to the metric. In the pres-

ence of torsion, the geometry of the target space of (4,0) supersymmetric sigma models

may not be hyper-Kahler and new geometry arises.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the basic concepts of

the construction of (4,0) supersymmetric model in harmonic superspace. In Section 3,

we present the (4,0) supersymmetric sigma model in harmonic superspace with arbitrary



background gauge connection. In Section 4, we work out the duality transformation

for the (4.0) supersymmetric sigma-model on harmonic superspace. The conserved (4,0)

supercurrents are derived and introduced in the Lagrangian density via their couplings

to the (4,0) analytic gauge superfields r + + and T In Section 5 we obtain the manifest

(4,0) supersyinmetric anomaly and its cancellation leads to assume that the spin and

gauge; connections match in the original theory. Finally, in Section 6 we present our

conclusion and in the Appendix we give some general formulas concerning the action of

the isometrics on forms on the supermanifold.

2 Two-Dimensional (4,0) Supersymmetric Model

In this section we recall the basic concepts of the construction of two-dimensional (4,0)

supersymmetric model in harmonic superspace [8]. In (1 + 1) dimensions, it is useful

to choose the light cone coordinates a++ and o~~ where a++ = -^ ( r + a) and a =

-75(7" — o). In this basis, two-dimensional vectors Vn and Majorana spinors Sa; a = +, —;

are reducible under Lorentz group transformations which is a remarkable feature. Indeed,

each component 8l
±\ i — 1 , . . . , N; of a Majorana spinor 8Q is real and one learns that two-

dimensional (4,0) supersymmetric theories are basically real. The large real automorphism

group is 5O(4) ~ SU{2) <%>SU(2) and the associated (4,0) superspace in the central basis

is

( a + + , a - , 0 !_ ) (2.1)

The idea of projecting symmetries has been fruitful in the formulation of the N = 2, D = 4

off-shell supersymmetic theories which preserve manifestly the SU(2) automorphism group

[10]. The harmonic variables are used to convert any SO(4) vector 8% in a 5(7(2) <g> <7(1)

objects 8±a as follows:

&±P = OPfU* (2.2)

and the two-dimensional (4,0) harmonic superspace is (a±±,8_,U*). It was realized that

the following subspace (a ,<T++ + 9±0z, 81, U*) is closed under (4,0) supersymmetric

transformations [8]. Such subspace is called analytic (chiral) subspace and is stable under

the combined conjugation (£) where — is the complex conjugation and * the Cartan-Weyl

charge conjugation [8].

We know that the two-dimensional (4,0) supersymmetric model is described, in a first

step, in terms of the left superfield f2 which is real, analytic, Cartan-Weyl and Lorentz



scalar as follows [8]:

£++ i lJt/ = tD++SW__$i (2.3)

Its 8± expansion reads as:

(;;+e+jtf- (2.4)

and satisfy the following consistency condition

D++2n = 0 , (2.5)

with

D++ =d+++i

the harmonic derivative, which means that all the components of Q are auxiliary, except

for the lowest component in the harmonic expansion of u>(a, u) and £+ (a, u) fields. In fact

the consistency condition (2.5) is equivalent to:

(2.6)

; = 0 (2.7)

which imply that
1 1

u; (2.8)

and

The (4,0) supersymmetric action for the left multiplet Q is given from (2.3) after inte-

grating with respect to 8t by:

u)(d++/") + ^ a . - C ; + i(d++u,)(d^u)} (2.9)

By replacing the /++ field in terms of u and by integrating with respect to the harmonic

variables using the techniques of Ref. [10] we obtain:

(2.10)



Such action is equivalent to the action of the (4,0) SM-II (scalar inultiplet two) theory

given by S..J. Gates and L. Rana [1J] in order to discuss the ADHM instanton construction

but without using the harmonic variables.

In a second step, the (4,0) supersymmetric model is also described by the right (4,0)

multiplet xj>_(o,9t,u) which is a real minus spinor with a vanishing Cartan Weyl charge.

For the same reasons ij>_ satisfies the consistency condition:

- = 0 (2.11)

Its 0t expansion is given by

</>_ = A_ + Otx~ + OtOtvV (2.12)

and the consistency condition is equivalent to

3++2A_ = 0
= 0 (2.13)

which imply
A_ = > ° _ + A Q ^
X- = XaU~ (2-14)

d++
X' = X+

The corresponding (4,0) supersymmetric Lagrangian density is given by [8]:

C±±tRM=1>.D++il>- (2.15)

and its integration with respect to the 9± variables leads to the following (4,0) supersym-

metric action namely:

IRM = jd2odV {tA_9++A_ + X"X+} (2.16)

Finally the integration of the harmonic variables allows to obtain

aX*} (2.17)A°_a++A°_ + i\^d++\.lan + X

which is equivalent also to the action of the (4,0) SM IV (scalar multiplet four) theory

given in Ref. [11]. The main purpose of the remaining sections is to exploit the power

of these representations in order to study the (4,0) supersymmetric sigma model and its

associated (4,0) T-duality.



3 The (4,0)-Supersymmetric Sigma Model

We consider a supermanifold M with metric Gab « = 1, ,£*, antisymmetric tensor

Bab determining a supersymmetric generalized Wess-Zumino term [12] and a background

gauge connection VA
B associated to a gauge group G. The fields (+ " and XA have opposite

world-sheet chirality and u>a are the fields embedding the world-sheet in the target space

M. The lagrangian density of the (4,0) supersymmetric sigma model with target space

M is then given by:

L = Jd2e+_ {i(Gab + Bab)D
++nad^nb + W _ P + + < / - _ ' } (3.i)

with

V++i>* = D++4>A + V a ^(n)D + + J2aV'? (3.2)

The fermionic superfields i>*, A = 1 , . . . , n, take values in some vector bundle over the

sigma model supermanifold M. with n-dimensional fibres. The metric on the fibres used

to raise and lower indices A,B,... is taken to be &Au [6]. Vg{Q) is a connection on the

vector bundle so that the fermionic action

/t40* = J d2(TdUci:29t6ABipAV+U<- (3.3)

is invariant under local rotations

A A B , (3.4)

where AB is a generator of the structure group G of the vector bundle. As only the

antisymmetric part of VAB appears in (3.3) we take

VAB — —VBA

without loss of generality.

The expansion of the (4,0) supersymmetric Lagrangian (3.1) in terms of components

is given by
L = {Gab + Bab)++ a b , $ Q

C} (3-5)

where the covariant derivatives Z>__ and P + + are given by

v++xA = d++xA-2VA,d++uaxc:



P - C ; 6 = cL_c;b + (rb
de + Hb

de)d^udc+
e (3.6)

and

Fo6 = daVb - dbVa + [Va, Vb] (3.7)

r^e is the usual christoffel connection and //£, is a totally antisymmetric torsion. In this

expansion we have used the fact that

+f-+a + id++ua)

and the equations (2.7) and (2.13) which imply that

—i

since d = U a
 d(f+a and

[d+ + , d - ] = 2d° = 2(y 4

The non linear signia model with manifest (4,0) supersymmetry which we have constructed

on the harmonic superspace generalize the (1,0) and (2,0) supersymmetric sigma models

given by CM. Hull and E. Witten [6] and where they discuss their geometry and their

relevance to compactifications of the heterotic superstring. In the next section we will

analyze T-duality for the (4,0) supersymmetric sigma model by using the approach of

Ref. [7].

4 T-Duality and (4,0) Sigma Model

Following the procedure outlined in refs. [7,13], in order to carry out a duality transfor-

mation in (3.1) we have to assume, in a manifestly (4,0) supersymmetric way, that the

metric has an isometry under which (3.1) and (3.5) are invariant. In fact, the first term

of the lagrangian density (3.1) is invariant under the isometry [14]

6na = eKa, (4.1)

where e are infinitesimal constant parameters, if the set of vector superfield Ka satisfy

the Killing equations

KcdcGab + GadaK0 + GacdbK
c = 0 (4.2)



and

KcdcBab + BcbdaK
c + DacObK

c = 0 (4.3)

The constraint (4.3) allows to obtain the following equation

K'H^ = dd{DebK
b) - drXBaK") (4.4)

which implies that KbHbde is an exact two-form (or closed), so that there is a locally

defined one-form va such that

K'H^ = ddve - devd (4.5)

with

i/« = KbBab (4.G)

Ka are Killing vectors and generate a subgroup of the isometry group of M. Since the

isometries act on forms on the manifold M through the lie derivative (see Appendix) H

is lie invariant and the variation of Bab is as follows

6KBab = da [KeBA + vb) - db \K
cBca\ (4.7)

The conserved (4,0) supercurrent for the first term of (3.1) associated with the isometry

(4.1) is obtained by using the Noether theorem. In fact the variation of the first term £#

of the lagrangian (3.1) is given by

The use of the Euler-Lagrange equation leads to

d__J+ + + £ > + + J _ - = 0 (4.8)

with

J++ = iKa(Gab - Bab)D
++nb (4.9)

and

J__ = iKa{Gab + B«6)a__n6 (4.10)

The expression (4.6) and the fact that

t\ L>ah — I\b

allow to rewrite the supercurrents (4.9) and (4.10) as:



J__ = i(Kb - vb)d^nb (4.11)

We remark that J++ and J__ are not conserved separately as in the (1,0) supersymmetric

case [7]. Furthermore, to obtain the dual (4,0) supersymmetric model we introduce (4,0)

analytic gauge superfields T++ and T__ which can be expanded in terms of 0t as follows:

r.. = h.. + 9Uz + 9i:otq-- (4.12)

Then we consider the following term

6 (4.13)

and we will see if such term is gauge invariant with respect to the local isometry gauge

transformation namely:

6SP{o,0*:,U) = e{o,0±,V)Ka{n) (4.14)

where e(a, 9*, U) is the gauge super parameter. In fact the variations of the supercurrent

J++ and J__ with respect to (4.14) are given by

[c ]
(4.15.1)

+i{Kb + vb)K
bD++e + i{Kb + vb)edcK

bD++nc

and

67__ = iE[GabdrK
a + KadcGab-dcK

aBba-K
adcBba]Kcd^nb

(4.15.2)bd^Qc + i{Kb -

Consequently, by using the Killing equations (4.2) and (4.3) the variation of the La-

grangian density (4.13) with respect to (4.14) is given by

(4.16)
+i{Kb + vb)K

bD++er^ + i{Kb - )KbdT++

We remark, as for the (1,0) supersymmetric case [7], that full gauge invariance can be

achieved if we add the following term

(4.17)

The variation of such term is given by

(4.18)



In fact

Ka6Ka + 6KaK
a = e[KaK

cdcK
a + KaK'dcKa\

with

and the Killing equation we show that

Ka6Ka + 6KaK
a = KaKb[KcdcGab + GchdaK

c + GacdbK
c\ = 0

Consequently

Then if we take

<5r++ = -D++e

<5r__ = -d—e (4.19)

we obtain

and the variation of the Lagrangian density (4.16) after adding (4.17) becomes

6CB = ivbK
b[T^

we have

Vb = K

which implies that

vbK
b = 0 (4.20)

Therefrom, the bosonic (4,0) supersymmetric Lagrangian density which is gauge invariant

(4.21)
+r

Concerning the (4,0) supersymmetric Lagrangian density of the spinorial multiplet

namely:

CF = TP-[D++ + VaD
++na]rP_ (4.22)

the invariance under the global transformation (4.14) is manifest when the isonietry vari-

ation can be compensated by a gauge transformation. In fact if we take

6ip- = -

9



6Qa = eKa(U) , (4.23)

then the variation of the Lagrangian density (4.22) is given by

6CF = -</>-£ {dak + [Va, k] - KbdbVa - VbdaK
b} D++Qa^_ (4.24)

where we have used the fact that

6Va = dbVa6Qb = edbVaK
b

D++k = ^fcD + + n 6 (4.25)

From (4.24) we note that the invariance of Cp under (4.23) leads to the following constraint

dak + [Va, k) - KbdbVa - VbdaK
b = 0 (4.26)

We set

6kVa = dak + [K, k] = Vak (4 27)

Furthermore, if we define

H=k- KaVa . (4.28)

Its covariant derivative is given by

Vbn = 8bk + [Vb, k] - VadbKa - KadaVb+

Ka{daVb-dbVa + [Va,Vb}}

By using the constraint (4.26) we obtain

Vbn = KaFab (4.29)

with

Fab = daVb-dbVa + [Va,Vb] (4.30)

Now we make e a function of (4,0) harmonic superspace coordinates, and after some

algebra we obtain

<5[V'-P++V'-] = -D++eV'-/xt/>_ (4-31)

In order to achieve gauge invariance of (4.22) we must add the coupling

r++^_/zt/>_ (4.32)

because V-AtV'- is gauge invariant. In fact

10



since
KbKaFab = 0

which implies that

Kbdbn + [k, fj] = 0 (4.33)

Thereby 6(tp-fiip-) = 0 and

(4.34)

Finally the full gauge invariant Lagrangian density is

c = i(Go6 + 5 6

(4.35)

Following the procedure outlined in [7,13] to obtain the (4,0) supersyininetric dual

model we add the Lagrange multiplier term namely

_-a__r+ + ) (4.36)

and if we integrate over A, leading to the following constraint

D+ +r__-a__r+ + = o (4.37)

which implies that

r__ = a__Q
(4.38)

r + + = D + + Q

and using the invariance of (4.35) we obtain the original theory. The constraint (4.37)

means that the corresponding superfield strength is vanishing [15]. Classical duality is

obtained by integrating out the gauge superfields T+ + , F__ and by using their equa-

tions of motion we obtain the (4,0) supersymmetric dual lagrangian density in harmonic

superspace. In fact

= J+++iK2T++ -i
(4.39)

with

_ - a _ _ r + + ) (4.40)

The equations (4.39) allow to determine the gauge superfields

11



r - = ^~ld-A ~ J- + 4>-rt-) (4.41)

If we replace (4.41) in the Lagrangian density (4.40) and if we use the expressions (4.11) of

the supercurrents J++ and J__ we obtain the (4,0) supersymmetric dual model namely:

(4.42)

where we have used the locally gauge choice Q° = 0. If we set A = 0 the (4,0) supersym-

metric dual model can be rewritten in terms of G, B and V as:

IT = {ab ab)
(4.43)

where

tJ - Bij --faiviKj - KiVj) (4.44)

and fia = (O, ft1). We note that the expressions (4.44) are the generalization of the (1,0)

expressions [7] to the (4,0) supersymmetric case and can also be equivalent to Buscher's

formulae [16], since in adapted coordinates we can choose vx — —Boi, with a non trivial

transformation of the background gauge connection under T-duality. The expressions

(4.44) are obtained by using only classical manipulations. In general, as for the (1,0)

supersymmetric case [7], there will be anomalies and the (4,0) supersymmetric dual action

may not have the same properties as the original one. This will be the subject of the next

section.

5 (4,0) Supersymmetric Anomaly

Depending on the gauge group and the choice for JJL (4.28) the dual theory (4.43) may

be afflicted with anomalies. In this case the models (4.43) and (4.35) are not equivalent.

Following the procedure outlined in Ref. [7] equivalence may exist if we include Wess-

Zumino terms [17] generated by the quantum measure. Furthermore, if we want the local

12



(4,0) supersymmetric lagrangiaii densities (4.43) and (4.35) to be equivalent we must find

conditions on G, B, V, \i in order to cancel the anomalies. As for the (1,0) supersymmetric

case [7], in order to understand the origin of the anomalies, we first take the simpler case

where Bab = 0 and we ignore manifest (4,0) supersymmetry by considering the kinetic

terms for fermions. The generalization to the (4,0) supersymmetric case can be deduced

immediately. In fact, the kinetic term for the left spinorial field £+a is given [see (3.5) and

(3.6)] by

CaV-t;b (5.1)

with the covariant derivative P__ completed by

D__C; 6 = [d.. + r*ecL_u/ - n2/i-]c; e (5.2)

where

nte = 5(v6/r.-v.tf t) (5.3)

For the right spinorial field A_ the quadratic term is given by

A_D++A_ (5.4)

where the covariant derivative X>++ is modified by

D + + A _ = [d++ - 2Vad++u,a - w++/x]A_ (5.5)

If we define the derivative

p+ +c; f c = d++<;;b + v++nb
ec

e (5.6)

and calculate the commutator of X>++ and X>__ we obtain

[P++.P-P b = Kud+^d-J - F++,__na
 6 (5.7)

with

F++,-. = d++h—- d—v++ (5.8)

On the other hand, if we work in orthonormal frames:

6nmEn
aE? = Gab (5.9)

the kinetic term of the spinorial field £+* becomes

13



where

Prom (4.14) one finds that the variation of C*n under the gauged isometry is given by

oQ+ =— (A/,C+) (5.12)

with

If we define the effective gauge field

the kinetic term (5.10) is invariant under

0(>+ — ~ ^ L S +

<5V__ = d—KL + [V-±,KL] (5.14)

The effective action for the left spinorial field [18] is given by

= Lndet1/2X>__ (5.15)

where /[VL_,£] is the fermionic action corresponding to the Lagrangian density (5.10).

Such effective action is anomalous under (5.12) and in terms of the Wess-Zumino-Witten

Lagrangian for the field g defined by

the variation of (5.15) under (5.12) is as follows:

TrV-d++KL (5.16)

A similar computation can be carried out for the right spinorial field A_ which leads

to

«rf7/[V++] = ~JTrV++d-KR (5.17)

with

14



KR = e{KaVa + Jfc) (5.18)

Adding the variations of the two effective actions (5.16) and (5.17) we arrive at the

following result:

-±-Jd2odUTT {(2Vr
ffla++(ja + v++n)d^[e(KbVb + k)}} (5.19)

Finally the (4,0) supersymmetric extension of the variation (5.19) with Dab ^ 0 follows

straightforwardly and is gien by

fx--Tr {2VaD
++Qa - r+ +ft}0__ [e{KbVb + n)] (5.20)

In the same way as the (1,0) supersymmetric case [7] we remark that the usual way

to cancel the (4,0) supersymmetric anomaly (5.2) is to assume that the spin and gauge

connections match in the original theory. However, for the consistency of the (4,0) super-

symmetric dual theory we must also have the matching of the dual spinorial and gauge

connections [19,7]. This is important for the consistency of the model with respect to

global world-sheet and target-space anomalies [19] and it implies that if the original the-

ory is superconformally invariant so is the dual theory. Furthermore, having determined

the two-dimensional (4,0) supersymmetric dual <r-model in harmonic superspace, we can

now clarify the interpretation of the generalized duality as a symmetry of the (4,0) super-

conformal field theory.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented the two-dimensional (4,0) supersymmetric model in harmonic

superspace. This model is described in terms of the left Q and right i/>_ multiplets and

is equivalent to the (4,0) supersymmetric models given in Ref. [11]. Furthermore the La-

grangian density of the (4,0) supersymmetric sigma model with metric Gab antisymmetric

tensor Bab and a background gauge connection Va is given on the harmonic superspace.

The metric Gab has an isometry under which the (4,0) supersymmetric lagrangian den-

sity, corresponding to the sigma model with background gauge connection Va, is invariant.

The conserved (4,0) supercurrents for the model described in terms of the multiplet Q are

derived. In order to obtain the dual (4,0) supersymmetric model, analytic gauge super-

fields F + + and F__ are introduced via their coupling to the supercurrents J__ and J++

15



respectively. Classical duality is obtained by integrating out the gauge superfields

and F Therefore, the T-duality transformations are obtained and are equivalent to

Buscher's formulae with a non trivial transformation of the background gauge connection.

Moreover, in order to simplify we consider the particular case Bab — 0 and we calculate

the anomaly for the right and left spinorial fields £+ and A_. The generalisation of this to

the (4,0) supersymmetric case is given. Finally, it will be of interest to generalize duality

as a symmetry of the (4,0) superconformal field theory.
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Appendix

The isometries act on forms T on the manifold M through the Lie derivative [20]

p (-4.1)

The Killing vectors Kp can be taken to generate some n-dimensional isometry group

satisfying:

[Kp,Kq} = CpKq = f™Km (A.2)

where /™ are the structure constants and Cp denotes the Lie derivative with respect to

Kp. An important, identity is

Cp = ipd + dip (A3)

The map ip from n-forms on M to lie algebra valued (n - 1) forms is given by

General p-rank antisymmetric tensor TOl...Op on M corresponds to the p-form

^ . a p r f f i a ' . . . d n B ' (A5)
p!

The exterior derivative is given by

dT = -fdaoTai apdnaodnai. ..dQa" (A.6)

H is a three form and

for some set of one-forms vp. By using (A.3) the previous equation implies that H is Lie

invariant (H closed).

CPH = 0
(A.8)

H = dB

This allows to

CPB = df (A.9)

On the other hand from (A.7) we see that

ipH = dvp => ip{dB) = CPB - d(ipB) - dvp

CPB = d{vp + ipB) = df

17



Consequently

f = vp + ipB (A 10)

which is a one form. Furthermore

%PB = K;BabdQb

(ipB)b = Ka
pBab

and

C-pBab = dafb ~ &bfa

CpBab = da[vb + ICB*] - db[va + KcBca)

which allows to deduce that

SKBab = da[KcBcb + vb] - WK'Ba,] (AM)
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